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Dear parents,
This is a very different Patten Pages as Year 5 have
taken over these pages to report on what has been a
very eventful two weeks in school. As well as normal
lessons, activities have centred around an event that
happened at William Patten in 1983. At this time,
children from the Hasbaduk family attended school
here. Sadly, their parents were threatened with
deportation which meant the children would have to
leave the school and community they loved. The
parents of William Patten were devastated, they did not
want this to happen. They organised demonstrations,
vigils, petitions, wrote protest songs, held press
conferences, and protested outside the Home Office to
make their feelings known. Did they succeed? You will
have to read on to find out.

We have celebrated the Hasbaduk Protest in school by
doing a range of activities. As we have walked to our
classes, we have seen EYFS making badges to share,
KS1 making grass head figures with protest slogans and
Years 3 and 4 making protests they can wear! We look
forward to seeing who or what Year 6 will have chosen
to memorialise in sculpture at the end of July.
Meanwhile in Year 5, we have been learning about how
current events are represented in the media. Later on in
this edition, we will give you some tips on how to avoid
fake news! We also were visited by two journalists who
taught us how events can be reported unfairly and how
important it is to report on news truthfully.

Thanks to…

We would not have been able to do the
Protest Project without the following people.
Many thanks to Jon (Seth 5EN), Richard (Alex
3L & Sophie 5EN), Antony (Eva 6B) and Philip
(August 2S) for carrying the very heavy
gazebo up to the roof so that we could enjoy
activities in the shade and rain. It also meant
that Alison could finally sing songs with
classes outside!

We would also like to thank Katie for working
with EYFS and KS1, Jan and Shelly for
providing wearable protest workshops, Laila
from the Ministry of Stories for leading our
poetry sessions, Lena Corner and Camilla
Redmond for guiding us in our reporting and
writing jobs. Finally, we would like to thank the
community of William Patten and PTFA for
providing funding and resources. The spirit of
the community of William Patten is still as
amazing as it was in 1983.

In 1983, the
Patten Pages cost
20p!

Eliza and Tristan.
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Growing a Protest!
Years 1 and 2 have been having a very exciting
time in the bottom hall. In class, they explored how
a schoolgirl called Greta Thunberg has inspired
many children all around the world to protest about
things they feel are wrong. Using water colours,
they designed and painted environmentally
friendly gardens and included solar panels and
beehives.

The next step is to decorate a pot that
matches the theme of your protest. For
example, the figure protesting about the
rights of women is wearing the purple, green
and white colours of the Suffragettes and the
figure protesting about more football in
schools is wearing a football kit!

Then write a protest slogan on a placard you can use hot glue to fix the stick on (most
of the children we interviewed found this a
very exciting part).
Years 1 and 2 also worked with Katie to create
grass head figures with protest placards. Every
day more and more of these figures appeared on
windowsills on the stairs!
We also learned how to make these figures at
home ourselves. If you wanted to make them, you
could follow these instructions:
The first thing to do is to think about what you feel
is wrong and would like to protest about.

Now you can start on your figure. Using a
pair of tights, pack soil and grass seeds into
the tights. The grass seed must go in first or
you might find your figure grows a grass
beard! It’s important to tie a knot in the tights
to keep the soil in.

Sunny in 2C felt strongly about protecting
children to keep them safe.
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The next step is to give your figure a face, you
can hot glue googly eyes and a mouth on. To
make a nose, you should twist some of the
soil/tights into a bump and then tie elastic
bands around it.
Finally, put some water in your pot and join
the figure’s head and body together. Watch
how their hair grows! Sometimes in places
you didn’t mean it to!

We interviewed some children who felt
strongly about a wide variety of issues such
as saving pandas and gorillas from extinction,
getting rid of pollution from cars, stopping the
corona virus, having more football in schools,
protecting the oceans and stop people from
littering.

Wearing a Protest!
Years 3 and 4 were also thinking about
protests. Each class chose a different theme
and worked with Jan and Shelly to produce
shields, capes, masks and aprons. They were
inspired by pictures of rights groups such as
the Suffragettes and Extinction Rebellion
where clothing is used to get people’s
attention to the cause they are protesting
about.

Year 3 chose the theme of Endangered
Animals. They were very passionate and
creative about their chosen issue. When we
interviewed them, they told us that they really
enjoyed being able to move around the hall
again to do their work.

They worked with materials like satin,
cardboard, felt, paper and bamboo sticks to
create wearable protest fashion.
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Year 4 classes voted for two different issues to
protest about. Inspired by their recent Science
Week, 4H chose to protest about keeping our
oceans safe and unpolluted. They told us that
oceans cover 70% of our plane and that the seas
produce at least 50% of the earth’s oxygen.

4M voted to voice their worries about
deforestation to protest about. They created
their own class slogans – S.O.T. – Save our
Trees! S.O.P. – Save our Planet! S.O.F. – Save
our Forests!
Like 4H, they designed a logo to represent their
cause using poly blocks, they then used a roller
to make a lino print. Each of the prints will be
turned into a class banner.
Both classes also made wearable fashion, these
outfits would definitely get noticed at a protest!

Parent Protest!
You might be aware of recent activity
involving our beautiful mural that faces into
the playground. The mural was produced
as part of The Stoke Newington Heritage
Mural Project. In 2016, poets worked with
the children of William Patten to make not
only the mural but a collection of poetry. On
Saturday, the 29 th May 2021, just after we
had broken up after half term, workmen
were seen to be covering the mural with an
enormous ad about food. We interviewed
Karen to find out what she knew about this
terrible event, she said she was quite
shocked and upset when she heard the
news. Several parents had emailed and
phoned her to let her know what had
happened.
She went on to say that
‘Everyone just helped straight away, no one
needed to get people to do something about
it.’ Parents protested using social media
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram to let people know what had
happened, it was nice to see social media
being used in a very positive way.

You can find out more about the mural
here:
https://www.snhm-project.com/
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What is Fair? What is Equal?

How to spot Fake News, advice from Year 5

Children from Nursery and Reception thought a
lot about what is fair and what is equal. They
worked with Katie to express how they felt about
these important topics and made very special
badges to share with a friend. Life is not always
fair and equal but it’s important to be able to say
how you feel about it.
The children made badges with thoughtful
messages. They made one to wear and one to
share.
First, they thought about how sharing is a nice
thing to do and they coloured in lovely posters.

1. Ask yourself if it is believable. If it sounds
crazy, it’s probably not true.
2. Use well-known websites that you can trust,
for example if you want a fact about space
you could use the NASA website because
they are experts in that area and can be
trusted.
3. Use more than one source.
4. Fact check any evidence.
Be aware that other people want you to
believe fake news.
5.

Then, they decided what they would put into their
badges. Some children drew happy sunny faces and
some children put seeds in their badges, maybe to grow
friendships?

Reporting the News
At the Patten Pages, we are very concerned about
reporting the truth in a fair and balanced way. We
were lucky to have two journalists come in to talk to
us about their careers. Lena gave us some tips and
tricks to get good answers form an interview, she
also told us about what life was like as a
journalist. Camilla advised us how to read the
news, it’s important not to take a story at face value
but think about the different ways the story might be
represented. Thank you for coming to visit us.
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Protest Reading

What happened to the Hasbaduk Family?

Year 5 has read and reviewed some books that relate
to protest. We think “It’s Not Fair” is an excellent book
for young creative minds in Nursery and Reception
that might wonder why things are so unfair
sometimes. It would help them to understand that you
can’t always have what you want. But they can at
least fight for those rights that are really important in
life. They are the next generation!

We said in the beginning that we would tell
you what happened to the Hasbaduk Family.
Sadly, the protest did not succeed in
preventing the parents’ deportation. Their
visa, which allows people to stay and work in
this country, expired. That meant the children
also had to leave the country. The school
thought it very unfair and while the protest did
not succeed in its mission, William Patten did
not give up on the family. To celebrate
Zeyneip’s birthday they released balloons in
the playground. They wrote letters to the
children to tell them they were missed and the
parents and children of William Patten raised
money for the children to return to Stoke
Newington to have a holiday.

‘Dr. Coo and the Pigeon Protest’ is about an ‘expert’
pigeon and his friends. They realise the injustice that
pigeons face. Year 5 think that this book would be
suitable for the whole of KS1. It shows that protest
can be as subtle as writing to the mayor or even the
Prime Minister. That is how change begins.

“Malala’s Magic Pencil” is a powerful book, 5E and
5EN all thought that it would be a very enjoyable
book for KS2, specifically Years 3-5. Often women
around the world don’t get treated as equally as
men. This book is about a girl called Malala and her
father telling the world that girls have as much right
to education as boys.
Finally, we recommend the poem book about protest
for years 5-6.

What can we learn from the Hasbaduk
Protest? Well that is up to you. You can
make your own informed opinion. But
remember that when you find something
wrong in the world, you can protest to make
your voice heard.
Eliza and Tristan.
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How do we know so much about the Hasbaduk
Protest?
Well we know what happened because we luckily
have a scrap book from 1983. A former teacher
kept a record of all the events.

Children in 1983 held a press conference.

There are not only photographs of the family and
the event but also newspaper articles from local
newspapers and letters by the children that were
sent to the Home Office. This kind of record is
called a primary record. Primary records are really
important because they give you a first-hand
account of an event that happened in the past.
Looking at these documents allows you to make up
your own mind about what happened.
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Interview with Diane Abbott, MP Stoke Newington.

Vika: Have you ever felt scared during a protest?
Only a few times, but I have been very fortunate to
have some great support. It is always important on
protests to know your rights and be prepared. If you
know that, you should be fine.

The Year 5 classes interviewed our local MP Diane
Abbott about her experiences of protest. Here are
some of her answers:
Jared: Greta Thunberg skipped school to protest
outside the Swedish Parliament. Do you think this was
a good idea?
I think Greta’s actions were very brave. She stood up for
all of us on climate change and challenged us to do
more. School is very important and it’s important to go
to school, but I still support Greta’s actions.

Tilly: I have big dreams to make Stoke Newington a
better place? How can I do that?
I think that’s wonderful! There are lots of ways you can
make the community a better place. You could
volunteer some spare time to help the community with
charity work. When your older maybe you’ll run to be a
councillor or an MP!
Max: What do you think is the most serious matter
that requires protest at the moment?
There are lots of really important things to protest, I
can’t pick just one! Racism, deportations, Climate
change, I think these are some of the biggest issues,
but also poverty and not enough money for the NHS
are very important. It’s great if you have a particular
interest in one thing or another, but I think we should
protest all of these things and work together to tackle
them all.

Ruby-May: What is it like to be a woman MP? Have
you ever had to protest about inequality within
parliament?
When I first got elected a long time ago it was very
different. There weren’t any black MPs and I was the
first black woman MP. Things have got better within
Parliament, but there is a lot more that can be done and
I am confident it will be done.

Unsha: What kinds of things have you protested
about?
I have protested lots of things! Recently I have been
protesting about the statue of a slave trader at a local
museum, which I think should be taken down and
displayed in a more respectful way. I have also
protested cuts to benefits, against wars and against
unfair deportations.
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Protest Poetry

Laila from the Ministry of Stories worked with
Years 3 and 4 to write some letters to the
Children’s Commissioner, Rachel DeSouza.
The poem letters use the articles (the points) of
the Convention for Children’s Rights to demand
rights for all children. They are currently at the
printers but you can have a sneak preview here:
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